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Abstract. A source-orientedmodel for air pollutant effectson visibility has been
developedthat can compute light scattering, light extinction, and estimated visual
range directly from data on gas phase and primary particle phase air pollutant
emissionsfrom sources. The importance of such a model is that it can be used to
compute the effect of emissioncontrol proposalson visibility-related parameters in
advance of the adoption of such control programs. The model has been assembled
by embedding several aerosolprocessmodules within the photochemical trajectory
model previously developedfor aerosolnitrate concentrationpredictions by Russell

et al. [1983] and Russelland Cass[1986]. These modulesdescribethe size
distribution and chemical composition of primary particle emissions,the speciation
of organicvapor emissions,atmosphericchemicalreactions,transport of condensible
material between the gas and the particle phases,fog chemistry, dry deposition,
and atmospheric light scattering and light absorption. Model predictions have
been compared to observedvaluesusing 48-hour trajectories arriving at Claremont,
California, at each hour of August 28, 1987, during the Southern California Air

QualityStudy. The predictedfine particleconcentration
averages
62 /•g rn-3
compared
to an observed
valueof 61/•g rn-3, whilepredictedPM10 concentrations
average102 /•g m-3 compared
to an observed
average
of 97 /•g m-3. The size
distribution and chemical composition predictions for elemental carbon, sulfate,
and sodium ion agree with observationsto within plus or minus a few micrograms
per cubic meter, while ammonium and nitrate concentrationsare underpredicted by

the basecasemodelby 3 to 7/•g m-3 on average.Light-scattering
coefficient
values
are calculated from the predicted aerosolsize distribution and refractive index, and

the model predictionsagreewith measuredvalueson averageto within 19%. The
advantagesand limitations of the modeling procedureare discussed.
Introduction

fates, nitrates, and carbon particles are taken to be di-

Visibility problems exist both in cities like Los Angeles and Denver and in more rural areas such as California's San Joaquin Valley that need to be understood
at a level where emissioncontrols applied at air pollutant sourcescan be studied to determine the resulting
changesin visual range. Several approachesare available that could be used to link source emissions to visual

rectlyproportional
to thechanges
in source
emissions
o[
chemically similar precursors. In such models, aerosol
sulfate concentrationswould be assumedto changein
proportion to gas phase SO2 emissions,and the effect
of sulfate particles on light scattering would be estimated from statistical analysis of historical data sets
on atmosphericlight scatteringin relation to day-to-day
changesin aerosol sulfate concentrations,for example.

air quality. The simplestof theseis the useof speciated Receptor-oriented statistical models that relate emisrollback air quality models linked to empirical visibil- sionsto air quality also have been applied to visibility
ity models[NationalResearchCouncil(NRC), 1993]in problems, including techniquesbasedon principal comwhich changesin light scatteringand absorptionin the ponentsanalysis[Pitchfordand Pitchford,1985], facatmosphere by major particulate speciessuch as sultor analysis[Stevenset al., 1984],and a semi-empirical

methodologyproposedby Zannetti et al. [1990,1993].
Copyright1996by theAmericanGeophysical
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Alternatively, mechanistic models can be envisioned
that rely on a description of the size distribution and
chemical composition of particulate matter emissionsat
their source plus the emissionsof gaseousaerosolpre19,343
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cursors. These emissionsare tracked as they undergo
atmospheric transport, chemical transformations leading to gas-to-particle conversionin the atmosphere, and
dry deposition, resulting in predictions of the size distribution and chemical composition of the atmospheric
particles and gases at downwind receptor sites. This
information on particle size distribution and chemical
composition then could be used to support light extinction calculations based on Mie theory. Many of
the existing mechanistic models that focus on visibility impairment are formulated as plume models. Ell-

grothand Hobbs[1979]developeda mechanisticplume
model and applied it to light scattering by a power
plant plume. Reactive plume model developmentcon-

MODEL FOR VISIBILITY

1978; Penner and Cormell,1987], and the CALGRID
model [Yamarlino el al., 1992]. Of these, the CIT
and UAM/PARIS modelsare capableof size-distributed
aerosolchemical calculationsusing a sectionalrepresentation of the aerosol;the RADM II model useslognormal size distributions to represent aerosols; STEM II
can represent sulfate and nitrate aerosolformation but
not size distributions, and the ADOM model tracks sul-

fate aerosolproduction. The remaining models would
require extensiveadditions to incorporate aerosolchemistry and aerosol mechanicscalculations into the underlying computer codes. While work is under way to apply
Eulerian

models

to obtain

size-distributed

aerosol con-

centration predictions, model applications that predict
secondary aerosol concentrations but not size distribu-

tinues with the work of Seigneuret al. [1983, 1984]
and While el al. [1985]. More recently,Hudischewskyj tions [e.g., Russellel al., 1988; MiddleIon and Burns,
and Seigneur[1989]assembled
a reactiveplumemodel 1991]arejudgedby the NRC [1993]to be at the current
with thoroughly tested components,includingthe car-

state of the art in most practical situations.

The purpose of the present work is to formulate a
bon bond III chemicalmechanism(CBM III) [Whillen
½lal., 1980]and aerosoldynamicscalculationsbasedon mechanistic model for the prediction of atmospheric
the MARS aerosolthermodynamics
code[Saxenael al., light scattering, light absorption, and visual range that
is driven directly by data on pollutant source emis1986].

Mechanistic models that relate pollutant emissions sionsand meteorologicalobservations.Such mechanisto visual air quality that can be applied to multiple tic models can be used to study the nonlinear chemistry
sourceregional air quality problems could be assembled involved in gas-to-particle conversionprocessesin ways
from availablecomponents
[NRC, 1993]. At the heart that are not possibleusing simple linear rollback modof such models would be an aerosol processesmodel els. The model developedhere will be tested using exthat acceptsas inputs the size distribution and chemical perimental data on size-distributed particulate matter
compositionof primary particle emissionsfrom sources both in ambient air and in source emissions and data
plus the emissionsof reactive gasesand then calculates on visibility-related parameters collectedspecificallyfor
the evolution of the aerosol size distribution and chemthe purpose of supporting such a mechanisticair qualical compositionas gas-to-particleconversionprocesses ity and visibility model. The ambient observationsare
take place. Light scattering and absorption calcula- from the 1987 Southern California Air Quality Study
tions based on that aerosol size and compositiondis- (SCAQS), while the sourceemissions
measurements
are
tribution

would

follow.

Such models could be formu-

lated in either a Lagrangian or an Eulerian coordinate
system. Examples of underlying emissions-to-airquality models upon which such visibility models could be
basedcan be identified. MechanisticLagrangiantrajectory modelsfor secondaryaerosolformationbeginwith

thoseof Hildemannet al. [1991a,b]. Areaswherelimited input data still remain will be identified in an effort
to guide the designof future field experimentsintended
to support such models.
Conceptual

Formulation

of the Problem

Consider an air parcel containing particulate matter
the aerosolnitrate model of Russellel al. [1983]and
Russelland Cass[1986]and haveevolvedto treat sec- correspondingto remote backgroundconcentrations.It
of ionic material
such as
ondary sulfates,secondaryorganicsand aerosolsizedis- contains low concentrations
tribution calculations[Pilinis and $einfeld,1987; Pill- sea-salt and sulfates, dilute combustion aerosols,natuhis et al., 1987; Pandis el al., 1992a, b, 1993]. Eu- ral organic aerosols, and possibly some soil dust. The

lerian grid-based chemically reactive air shed models air parcel then encountersan urban area where primary
that could be used as the basis for future comprehen- aerosol from fuel combustion and other human activisive aerosol processesmodels have been reviewed by ties is inserted. The combinedbackgroundplus primary
Seigneur[1994] and by the National ResearchCoun- particulate matter emissionsbecome the "seedaerosol"
cil [NRC, 1993]). These includethe regionalacid de- on which condensation and heterogenousreaction propositionmodel (RADM II) [Changel al., 1987,1991], cessestake place. Over time, material is transferred

the aciddepositionandoxidantmodel(ADOM) [Venkatram ½tal., 1988],the sulfurtransportEulerianmodelII
(STEM II) [Carmichaelel al., 1986,1991],the regional
oxidantmodel(ROM) [Lamb,1982],the regionaltransport modelIII (RTM-III) [Liu el al., 1984],the urban
air shedmodel (UAM/PARIS) [Reynoldsel al., 1973,
1979; Seigneurel al., 1983],the CaliforniaInstitute of
Technology
model(CIT) [McRaeel al., 1982;Russellel
al., 1988;Pillhis and $einfeld,1988],the Livermoreregionalair quality model (LIRAQ) [MacCrackenel al.,

from the gasphaseto the particlephase(or viceversa),
limited either by the rate of gas phase formation of
condensible speciesor by the kinetic considerationsof
mass transfer rates or, alternatively, limited by having
reached thermodynamic equilibrium between the gas
and the particle phase. Speciestransferred in this manner include water vapor, ammonia, nitric acid vapor,
hydrochloric acid vapor, sulfuric acid, and condensible
organic vapors. In general, in a polluted environment,
secondary sulfates, nitrates, and organics accumulate
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on the primary seed particles, while HC1 derived from
sea-salt chloride may be liberated from some particles

model for the primary aerosolsourceemissions,a photochemical gas phase mechanismand emissionsmodel

[Elderinget al., 1991].

that will propagateaerosolprecursorformation (e.g.,
HNO3 production)and oxidant production(e.g., 03,
H202 production), a model for the diffusionof gases

Urban aerosols are sufficiently dilute that coagulation is not of major practical importance. In particle
sizeslarger than about 0.1-/•m particle diameter, particle number counts arising from backgroundand new
primary emissionsare nearly conserved,modified only
by removal by wet or dry deposition. Removal processesare slow enoughthat fine aerosolshave an atmospheric lifetime of approximately 3-5 days. Therefore
a model that hypothetically follows single particles as
they evolve in the presenceof condensation, heterogeneous reaction, and deposition is possible.
If the seed particles, with their accumulation of secondary material, enter a condition where fog would
form, particles larger than a critical size determined
by particle composition and the ambient water vapor
supersaturation are activated. Those particles grow
rapidly, and enough water accumulatesto permit aqueous phase reactions in which SO2 dissolved in droplets
can be oxidized by speciessuch as H20• and O3 scavenged from the photochemical smog contained in the
surrounding gas phase. Dissolved SO• also could be
oxidized by oxygen in the presenceof metal catalysts.
If the fog evaporates, the fog droplets attempt to dry
out, leaving in their place a smaller nucleusof the nonvolatile materials that were once contained in the fog
drops. Meanwhile, sedimentation and other dry deposition processesremove particles from the system. For
the air parcel as a whole, particles grow in size and new
particles accumulate as long as flesh emissionsexceed
the rate of removal processes.
By tracking the background and primary seed particles and pollutant gasesas they evolve in the air parcel,
a model can be constructed for predicting the number
concentration, size distribution, and chemical composition of the aerosol that results with sufficient detail that

light scattering and absorptioncalculationscan be performed via Mie theory. A model that connectssource
emissionsto light scattering and absorption by particles,when added to light scatteringby air moleculesand
light absorptionby NO2, resultsin a modelfor the effect
of sourceemissionson the atmosphericextinction coefficient as a function of wavelength. This model for the
extinction coefficient can be used to predict the effect
of emissionchangeson visual range via Koschmieder's

to and from the particle phase, a fog chemistry model,
a dry deposition module, and a light-scattering code.
Such components are available from a number of prior
studiesor from experimental work performed in support
of the present model construction effort. The remainder of this paper describesthe assemblyof the above
pieces of the visibility modeling system into an inte-

grated whole. The model then will be tested by application to sourceemissiondata and atmosphericdata
taken

in southern

Mathematical
on Visibility

California.

Modeling

of Air Pollutant

Effects

A Lagrangianformulation of the atmosphericdiffusion equation is employedin this work, as describedby

Russellet al. [1983]with the changesdescribedbelow.
The generalform of the atmosphericdiffusionequation
employedby Lagrangian trajectory modelsis

o•,•
o (Kzzo•._½m
at = aT
Oz,• + Mik(c•k,c2•,...,c•, T, RH);
i=l,2,...,n,

k=l,2,...,m

(1)

where ci• representsthe concentration of speciesi of

size k (if applicable),Kzz is the turbulent eddy diffusivity in the vertical direction z, Mi• representsthe net
rate of gain of each speciesdue to chemicalreaction or
possiblycondensation,which is generallya function of
the speciesconcentrations,temperature T, and relative
humidity RH.

Specifically, in the absence of heterogeneousatmospheric chemistry that will occur if a fog exists, the
equationfor aerosolspeciesi of size k takes the following form:

Ocik
0 (Kzz
Oci•+ (C,T,RH);
ot-_ Oz
i=
with

initial

1,2,...,n,

k=l,2,...,m

(2)

conditions

ci• (z, 0) = c•k(z), t = 0

(3)

formula[Middleton,1952]and can be usedto generate and boundary conditions
full color photographsof the effect of emissionchanges
based on the visual character of a scene using imageprocessing-based
visibility modelslike thoseof Eldering

(KzzOz) -0, z-H

et al. [1993].
Since we describea processthat starts with singleprimary particles and follows their evolution within an air
parcel, it is logical to begin with a Lagrangian trajectory model for the air parcel, especially in caseswhere
a serious visibility reduction problem is to be studied
having a visual range of only a few kilometers, consistent with the dimensions of the air parcels tracked by
sucha trajectory model. Within that trajectory model,
we seekto embed a model for the background aerosol, a

- :zz

]-

, -o

(4)

()

In this equation, Li•(C,T, RH) is the rate of gain
or loss of the aerosol material

due to the movement

between the gas and the aerosol phase by diffusion,
which is a function of the aerosol species concentra-

tions and gas phaseconcentrations,denotedby C. Ini-

tial speciesconcentrations
are denotedby ciø•(z),and
H is the height of the air column. The particle depo-
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k is dependent
on meteorology,
surface cle cross-sectionalarea, and the number of such partisitionvelocityvp
roughness,and particle size, and the Elk are size- and
chemically specifieddirect emissionsfrom primary particle sources. Coagulation of particles is neglectedfor
the caseof the relatively dilute atmosphericsystemsof
interest to regional air pollution problems.

For gasphasespeciesi, equation(1) takesthe form

cles per unit air volume over the diameter range representedby the aerosolsize distribution. Light absorption
by NO2 gas is calculated accordingto the wavelengthdependent absorption coefficientsreported by Hodkin-

son[1966].Scatteringby gasesis calculatedasRayleigh

scattering,
with b•g- 1.5x 10-5 m-1 at sealevelat a
wavelengthof 550 nm, and b•gvaryingwith wavelength

OCi
Oci
at _
- 0 (Kzz
)+
-

as A-4 [Penndoff,1957].Thesecalculation
procedures
are describedin detail by Larson et al. [1988]. The

i-

(6)

k

with initial conditionsin additionto equation(3)

0) =

t= 0

mula.

(7)

and boundary conditionsin addition to equations(4)
and (5).

Oci o,
z7-2)[v;ci
- Kzz•z-z
I - El, z - 0

result provides values of the atmospheric light extinction coefficientas a function of wavelengththat can be
used to estimate visual range via Koschmieder'sfor-

(8)
(9)

Ri(cx,c2,...,c,•,T) in equation(6) represents
the rate

The extinction

coefficient values also can be used

to drive a model that generatessynthetic photographs
of the appearance of the location occupied by the air

parcel[Elderinget al., 1993].
Emissions

Model

Emissionsinformation is required for gas phase and
particle phase species. The emissionsmodel developed
for use with this modeling system assumesthat external input data are supplied on the spatial and temporal
distribution of the emissionsof total suspendedpartic-

ulate matter mass (but not size or chemicalcomposito gas phasechemicalreactions. Li•(C, T, RH) repre- tion) alongwith emissionsof SO2, NO, NO2, NHa, CO,
of production or loss of speciesi at temperature T due

sentsthe movement of material betweenthe gasand the
aerosol phase, as defined previously. Initial gas phase

and total nonmethaneorganic gases.These external input data on total particle mass and gaseouspollutant
emissions

can come from

emission

inventories

such as

speciesconcentrations
are denotedby c?(z), H is the
i is the depositionvelocity those maintained by the State of California that proheightof the air column,va
for gaseousspeciesi, and Ei representsdirect emissions
of speciesi.
A light-scattering module is applied to calculate the
light extinction coefficient. The atmosphericlight extinction coefficient can be expressedas the sum of four

vide hourly time resolution for the typical operationsof
specific industries and weekday traffic densities. Continuous

stack emission

monitors

are in use at hundreds

of locations in California, for example, and thus routine emission inventories can be supplementedby dayspecific records of the actual operations of major point
contributions.
sourcessuch as power plants and petroleum refineries.
The primary particulate matter mass emissionssupbext-- bspq- bapq- bsaq- baa
plied from the emissioninventory are subdivided within
The extinction coefficientis the sum of the components the model to create primary seed particles of specidueto light scatteringby particlesbsp,light absorption fied size and chemical composition releasedfrom each
by particlesbap,scatteringof light by gasesbsg,also source. This primary particle generation system is
known as Rayleigh scattering when the gas is air, and based largely on source tests conducted by our relight absorptionby gasesbag.Light scatteringand ab- search group for use in building this emissionsmodel

sorptionby particlesis calculatedfrom Mie theory [van [Hildemannet al., 1989, 1991a,hi. The massemission
rate, size distribution, and chemical compositionof fine
de Hulst, 1957].

The light scattering(plus absorption)coefficientis a
functionof the scattering(plus absorption)efficiencyof

aerosol emissions have been measured from catalystequipped automobiles, noncatalyst automobiles, diesel
engines,distillate oil-fired boilers, fireplace combustion
of wood, meat charbroiling, and meat frying. In the
case of natural gas appliances the mass emissionrate
and chemicalcompositionweremeasuredusingthe dilu-

a particle Q with refractive index m, particle diame-

tion samplingsystemof Hildemannet al. [1991a],while

ter Dp, as a functionof the wavelengthof light A, and
the particle numberdistributionn(Dp). The scattering (plus absorption)efficiencyis calculatedfrom Mie
theory for each diameter interval of the aerosolparticle
sizedistribution.Then bsp(and bsp+ap)
are calculated
by integratingthe product of the scattering(+ absorption) efficiencyfactors for particles of each size, parti-

high-resolution size distribution data for this sourceare

,A, Dp)n(Dp)dDp

(11)

taken from the work of Li and Hopke[1993].The major fugitive dust source in cities is paved road dust.
Its chemical compositionwas determined by grab sampling, followed by resuspensionand collectionon filters
located downstream of cyclone separators, followed by

chemicalanalysisas before[Hildemannet al., 1991a].
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Soil dust chemical composition(e.g., from unpaved single lumped chemical class,but individual trace metroads)is asreportedby Houcket al. [1989].The relative als are not tracked separately as they composeonly a
proportions of road dust and soil dust in sizes smaller
than 10 •m, smaller than 2.5 •m, and smaller than
1.0 •m are taken from measurementsby Houck et al.

small fraction of the total mass. The air quality model
uses a number of discrete particle sizes, k, with diameters dk, that initially are specifiedby the user but that
[1989].The detailedsizedistributionof the paved-road grow as the aerosol evolves over time. The particulate
dust as well as all other crustal source emissions in sizes
matter emissions information is input as an increment
below 2.5 •m is taken as having a shape proportional to the particle number count and chemical composito the impactor measurementsof fine atmospheric soil tion for each particle size at each time step by sampling
dust reported for Claremont, California by Zhang et from the underlying size distribution of the emissions
al. [1993].The sizedistributionof the emissions
of the from each source at the then current size of the partilarger road dust and soil dust particlesin the range from clesof classk. In the model application that follows, the
2.5 /•m to 10 /•m is taken as having the same shape aerosolwill be representedas if it is an internal mixture
as the coarse airborne particle size distributions mea- (all ambient particlesof the same size have the same

suredin central Los Angelesby C. Christoforou(per- chemicalcomposition),but the modelis clearlycapable
sonal communication,1993). Of course,no emissions of separately tracking particles from different sources
model can dynamically track all of the short-term fluc- with different compositionsand agessincerelease;it is
tuations in source emissionsthat occur in actual operations. Instead, the purpose here is to try to represent

a matter of more computer time and memory.
Organic vapor profilesthat specifythe detailed chemthe averagesize distributionsand chemicalcomposition ical co•nposition of the effluent from major emission
of the emissionsfrom specificcritical sourcetypes. To- sourcetypes, including catalyst and noncatalystequipped
ward that end, the sourceprofiles are averagedover gasoline-powered motor vehicles, diesel vehicles, solmultiple-source tests whenever possible: a fleet of six vent evaporation, and surfacecoating applications,have
recentlyby our researchgroup[Harley
noncatalyst autos, seven catalyst-equipped autos, and beenassembled

two dieseltrucks were tested over entire driving cycles
on chassisdynamometers;severaltypes of wood combustion were examined, and multiple tests were conductedon oil-fired boilers,natural gas-firedappliances,
and meat cookingoperations. Still, size-distributedand
chemicallydistributed emissiondata are rare at present.
As the number of sourcetests increase,it will become
possibleto better describeaverageemissionsand to expand the range of conditionsthat can be represented.
Key source-specific primary particle size distributions used within the model are plotted in Figure I at
a resolution of five particle size intervals per decade in
the particle sizerangefrom 0.01-•m to 10.0-•m particle
diameter. Higher size resolutionis easily attained if desired becausethe underlying inverted size distributions
have been published previously. The chemical compo-

et al., 1992]. Theseorganicsspeciesprofilesare used
to map the total vapor phase organics emissionsinto
the emissionsof over 400 specificorganic compounds.
This improved chemical resolution for the vapor phase
organicsis important for two reasons. First, secondary
organic aerosolformation is driven by someorganicvapor phase speciesbut not others; a detailed knowledge
of precursor composition and concentrationsis required.
Second,the compositionof the organicsinfluencesthe

productionof oxidants(e.g., 03, H202) that are important to heterogeneoussulfate formation in clouds and
in fogs.
Advection

Primary particles and gaseouspollutants specifiedby
the emissionsmodel are injected into a vertical stack
sition of all particles from the same source is taken to of five computational cells that representan air parcel
be identical within the size range representedby a sin- that is advected acrossthe air basin by the observed
gle filter-based determination of chemicalcomposition, winds. The horizontal motion of the air parcel is debut chemical composition varies from one sourceto an- scribed by trajectories calculated from wind fields that
other. The sourcesshownin Figure 1, plus those very are generated by interpolation of meteorologicalobsersimilar sourcesthat can be representedby the same pro- vationsby the methodof Goodinet al. [1979].Vertical
files, accountfor 90% of the primary seedparticle mass transport and diffusion within the stack of computainserted into the southern California atmosphere. For tional cells that constitutes the air parcel is described
the remaining minor sourcesthat lack high-resolution by Russellet al. [1983]and Russelland Cass[1986].
submicronsize distribution data, grossapproximations Gas Phase Chemical
Kinetics
to their

size distribution

can be obtained

from source

profilelibrariesthat give massfractionsin sizeintervals
The chemicalmechanismusedto modelthe gasphase
less than 1-•m, 2.5-•m, and 10-•m particle diameter chemical reactions is based on the formulation of Carter

[Cooperet al., 1989; Houck et al., 1989; Tabacket al., [1990]with extensions
to track condensible
organicgases
1979;P. D. Allen, personalcommunication,
1992].
that may formsecondary
organicaerosols
[Pandiset al.,
Theemissions
of all majorionicspecies
(NH4
+, Na+, 1992a].The extendedmechanism
includes100chemical
SO•, NO•-, C1-) plus organiccompounds,elemental speciesand 195 reactions,includingreactionsleadingto
carbon,and crustal (i.e., soillike)material are tracked nitric acid and sulfuric acid formation in the gas phase.
separately in the emissionsthat enter the model. Trace
metal-rich industrial processmaterials are tracked as a

The numerical solver for the gas phase chemistry uses

the approachof YoungandBoris[1977]asimplemented
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Figure 1. Source-specific
primary particle size distributions. The particle diameter range between 0.01 and 10/•m is divided into 15 equally spacedintervalson a logarithmic scale,and the
fraction of total particulate massemissions(TSP) falling into eachof thesesize bins is shown.
For material, suchas soil dust, that is emitted in part in particlesgreater than 10/•m in diameter,
the fraction emitted in particles lessthen 10/•m in diameter will not sum to 1.0.

by previousversionsof the CIT air shedmodel[McRae from actinic flux models due to pollutant concentraet al., 1982].
tions and cloud cover. The present trajectory model
Solar

Radiation

Fields

accepts a temporally varying ground level photolysis
scaling factor field and a regionwideinsolation correction factor applied at the upper boundary of the model

Earlier versionsof the presenttrajectory model computed photolysis rate constants from an actinic flux that can be set based on field measurements of the ulmodel for clear sky conditionsbasedon solar position traviolet solar flux. The vertical variation of photolysis
and time of day [McRaeet al., 1982;Russellet al., 1983; rate constants is estimated by linear interpolation beRusselland Cass,1986]. As discussed
by Harley et al. tween ground level photolysisrates and photolysisrates
[1993b],photolysis
ratesmaydifferfromthosepredicted at the top of the air parcel. The model also acceptsa
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total solar radiation scaling factor field which can be
used to attenuate the clear sky photolysisrates com-
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Di is the gas phase molecular diffusivity of speciesi,
and r• is the particle radius; /• accountsfor imperfect

puted by the model'sinternal solarsimulatoraccording accommodation;/•= Di/o•i$irk, whereei is the accomto the reported spatial distribution of the fraction of
the sky that is coveredby clouds.

modation coefficientof speciesi and si is the molecular
velocity of speciesi. The ambient gas phase concentration and the equilibrium gas phase concentrationof

Dry Deposition

speciesi at the particlesurfaceare represented
by c?
The dry depositionof gasesis computedusingthe and c•, respectively.Equation (15) is written for each
approachdescribedby McRae et al. [1982]and Russell condensiblechemical speciesin each of the k particle
et al. [1984]. For particlesthe dry depositionvelocity sizes,and the equationsare solvedsimultaneously.The
speciesfluxes resulting from this solution step then are

is calculated according to the formulation of Slinn and

(2) and (6). After
Slinn[1980]for dry particlesand Seinfeld[1986].The usedto representLi• in expressions
solving this set of equations.,the diameter of each par-

k is defined as
deposition
velocityfor particles
vp

v,-_

+ +I

+

ticle of size k is recalculated

(12)

to account for the material

added or lost, and the gas phasespeciesconcentrations
are updated to reflect material gained or lost by the
particles.

with

For condensibleorganic gasesa parallel formulation
is used. The diffusional growth equation is solvedfor a
number of condensibleorganic aerosolspecies.Because
the exact saturation vapor pressureof each of the many
+
low vapor pressuresecondaryorganic reaction products
wherer• is theresistance
in theconstant
fluxlayeror is not known, the secondary organic aerosol material
the aerodynamic
resistance,
and r• is the resistancecomputed from the gas phase kinetic mechanismis asin the deposition layer immediately adjacent to the sumed to be transferred entirely to the particle phase.
ground,also calledthe surfacelayer resistance.Sc• Thus an upper limit on the secondaryorganic aerosol
2

= L,

is the Schmidtnumberfor particlesof sizek (kinematic
viscosityof the air divided by the Brownian diffusivity

concentration

is calculated.

The work of Heislerand Friedlander[1977]discusses

of particlesin air), St• is the Stokesnumberfor parti- experimentsperformed to determine the aerosolgrowth
clesof sizek, and v•• isthe gravitational
settlingvelocity laws governingsecondaryaerosolsin photochemicalsmog.

of particles
with aerodynamic
diameter
a•. The mean
wind velocity is a, and u, is the friction velocity. The
particle deposition velocity for particles greater than
about 1 •m in diameter is dominated by gravitational
settling and inertial impaction. For smaller particles,
Brownian diffusionis the dominant processleading to
particle deposition.
Diffusion

of Gases

to and

•om

Particles

To account for the movement of inorganic gasesto
and from particles, the AIM computer code of Wexler

In this work, Heisler and Friedlander estimated a critical size or Kelvin cutoff diameter, below which growth

did not occur due to the vapor pressure-raisingeffect
of particle surface curvature. From experiments conducted in a Teflon bag smog chamber, they found cutoff diameters of 0.1 to 0.3 /•m for secondaryorganic
aerosols produced by reaction from cyclohexene and
1,7-octadiene. When fitting their growth law to observed ambient data, they used a model with two condensiblespecies,the componentshaving critical diam-

eters of 0.055 and 0.24 t•m. Mozurkewich[1993]has

and Seinfeld[1991] is employed. In this calculation examined the effect of particle size on ammonium ni-

trate aerosolsand reports that the Kelvin effect has an
physicalproperties(diffusivity), temperature,number important effect on the dissociationof NH4NO3 at parof particles present, the ambient gas phase concentra- ticle sizes less than 0.1 t•m. For the present work, a
tions of speciesand the equilibrium gas phase species critical diameter of 0.1 t•m will be used, below which
concentrations at the particle surface. To calculate the no growth by condensationwill be allowed to occur.
surface equilibrium concentrations,the aerosol phase
state and compositionis estimated by assumingthat Fog Calculations
more than one phase is present in the aerosoland that
Previous investigatorshave explained elevated sul-

schemethe movement of mass is determined by the

the phasesare in thermodynamicequilibrium with the fate concentrations in urban aerosols with models that
Gibbs free energy at a global minimum. The following simulate the aqueous phase chemistry in fogs, allowequation is then solvedfor each chemicalspeciespresent ing for heterogeneous
sulfateformation [Pandiset al.,
in particles of size k.
dPi•

dt

=

1992b].Morerecentwork[Mengand$einfeld,1994]has
4•N•Dir•

•+1

(c• -c•)

(15)

In this equation, Pi• is the concentration of the ith
chemical speciespresent in particles of size k, N• representsthe number concentrationof particles of size k,

shown that droplet size particles in a size-distributed
aerosol can be accountedfor by the activation of fine
aerosolparticles to form fog or cloud drops, followedby
aqueousphase chemistry, and fog evaporation. In the
present study, an approximate model of fog processes
that takes into account size-specificaerosol chemistry
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a trajectory enters a fog, particles are activated accord-
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bspand particlelight absorptioncoefficientbapnext are
calculated by integrating over the size distribution of

ing to the predictionsof the K6hler equation [Prup- the aerosolas in equation (11). Light scatteringby air
pacher and Klett, 1978]. Particlesthat are activated moleculesis computed accordingto the data of Penat the assumed supersaturation achieve the diameter of
ndorf [1957]. The NO2 concentration
predictedby the
a fog droplet by water addition from the vapor phase.
Gasesmove into the aqueousphaseaccordingto Henry's
law, subject to mass conservation constraints. Oxida-

model is used to compute light absorption by gases

[Hodkinson,1966]. The computedlight scatteringand

absorptionby particles and gasesis then summedin order to arrive at the total light extinction coefficientas
tion of dissolvedS(IV) speciesto form sulfate (S(VI))
occurs within the fog droplets by aqueousreactions ina function of wavelength.
volvingH202 and Oa and oxidationcatalyzedby Fea+
The particle light extinction coefficientis calculated
andMn2+. Thesereactions
arethoughtto be the most from Mie theory, and sky color and skylight intensity
significant SO2 oxidation reactionsin the pH range of can be calculated from the solution of the radiative

2-8 [see Pandis and Seinfeld, 1989]. The reactions transferequation,as describedby $1oane[1988]and as
shown in Table I are propagatedby dissolvedS(IV)
testedby Eldering et al. [1993]. An estimateof visual
speciesand by oxidant concentrationsdetermined from
the gas phasephotochemicaltrajectory model, with fog
pH values and catalyst levels determined by field experimental observations. The particles that have not
been activated continue to interact with the gas phase
as describedpreviously. When the air parcel trajectory
movesout of the fog, the water dissipatesand the particles achieve new diameters determined by the drier,
nonvolatile remaining componentsnow containedin the

range can be calculated by applying Koschmieder'sfor-

mula [Middleton,1952]to the computedtotal extinction

coefficient.

This

information

also can be used to

drive previously described image processing-basedvis-

ibility models[Elderinget al., 1993]that can produce
synthetic color photographs of the appearance of the
surrounding landscape as it would be seen from inside
the air parcel in those caseswhere the visual range Lv is
comparable to the dimensionsof the air parcelstracked

former fog droplet (e.g., sulfates,sodium compounds, by a trajectorymodel(i.e., whenLv is lessthan or equal
carbonaceous
material, and crustalmaterials)plus any to severalkilometers).
nitrate, chloride, and ammonium that would remain in
equilibrium with the new gas phase conditions.

Model Application

Solution Technique

To create a tractable model, operator splitting was
employed in these calculations, with the vertical transport and chemical reactions of the gas phase species
remaining linked in the first calculation step. Vertical
diffusion of aerosol speciesis calculated next and then
the transport betweenthe vapor and the particle phase,
followed by fog chemistry when applicable.

Light Scattering

The strategy employedhere for model evaluationgenerally follows the pattern set by previous gas phase
model evaluation studies. First, many components
of the model have been tested separately. These include the underlying trajectory model and the ammo-

nia emissionsinventory[Russelland Cass,1986], the
aerosolthermodynamics
module[Wexlerand Seinfeld,
1991],improvements
to the gasphaseorganicsinventory
[Harley et al., 1992], and the ability to model ozone,
NO2, individual vapor phase organic. compounds,and

The next step in this visibility model is the calculation of light scattering and absorption by aerosolparticles and gases. The number of particles of each size is
known from the aerosol model results, and the refractive index of particles of each size is estimated from the

secondaryorganicaerosolconcentrations
[Harleyet al.,
1993a,b; Harley and Cass,1995;Pandiset al., 1992a].

While maintaining these previously tested features of
the model, data sets are sought that permit examination of the novel aerosoland visibility-related processes
predictedaerosolchemicalcomposition[Stelson,1990; describedwithin the present model. Air parcel trajectoSloane,1984b]. The particlelight-scatteringcoefficient ries ending at a location where aerosolsizedistributions,

Table 1. Sulfur SpeciesAqueousOxidation Rate Expressions
Oxidant
H202
02
02
Os

Rate Expression
a

Rate

Constant

R- k[H+][HSO•][H•.O•.(•)]/(I+K[H+])

k - 7.5 107 M -2 s-• at 298 K
K--13M
-•

a =

k = 1.2 106M -• s-• at 298 K, pH _<5

R = kx[Mn(II)][HSO•-]

k•--3.4

10a M- • s- • at 298 K

R = (ko[SO2.H20]
+ k•[HSO•-]+ k2[SO•-])[Oa(aq)]k0 -- 2.4 104 M -1 s-1 at 298 K
kl --3.7 105 M -• s-•
k2 = 1.5 109 M -• s-•

aAll reactionratesfrom Hoffmannand Calvert (1985).
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chemicalcompositionand light scatteringand absorpThe meteorologicaldata necessaryto exercisethe tration havebeen measuredwill be examinedthroughthe jectory model for the August 27-28 SCAQS period were
model. Conventionalstatistical measuresof model per- assembledby Harley et al. [1993a],as part of an earformance,including comparisonsof means,biases,and lier study of photochemicalsmog formation. The instandard errors between predictions and observations
will be prepared for most important model parameters,
and visual assessmentof model performance will be assisted through presentation of time series and aerosol
size distribution graphs. In those caseswhere model in-

put data present major uncertainties,analyseswill be
pursuedto determine model sensitivityto altered input

put data required include hourly temperature, humidity, surface winds, mixing depths, total solar radiation,
and ultraviolet radiation scalingfactor fields. With the
exception of mixing depths, these data were assembled
from ground-based measurementsfollowed by spatial
interpolation using the objective analysistechniquesof

Goodinet al. [1979]. Mixing depthswere determined

data values.

from potential temperature analysis of SCAQS upper
As part of the 1987 SouthernCalifornia Air Quality air soundings.
Study (SCAQS), a large cooperativeair quality meaAir parcels were tracked over a period of two days,
surement program was carried out in the South Coast starting over the ocean and terminating at Claremont.
Air Basin of California to gather information to be used Trajectories were computed using gridded hourly wind
in the designand evaluationof air qualitymodels[Law- field data prepared by the methods of Goodin et al.

son, 1990]. Detailed measurements
of gas and parti-

[1979]by specifyingthe trajectory endpointat Clare-

cle phase pollutant concentrations were made continuously over short averaging times during 11 intensive
sampling days in the summer and 6 days in the fall
of 1987. The gas phase measurementsincluded Oa,
NO, NOx, SO2, NHa, HNOa, and detailed speciation
of the volatile organic compoundspresent. Particu-

mont and time of arrival and integrating backward in
time. For this modeling work, 24 trajectories were used,
one arriving at Claremont each hour of August 28. An
example of one such trajectory is shown in Figure 2.
These are the same trajectories as studied by Pandis et

al. [1992a,1993],but the emissions
model,the represen-

late matter was collectedat nine samplingsitesin two tation of the aerosol size distribution as a discrete disparticle size ranges, those particles having diameters tribution of Lagrangian particles, the chemistry model,
less than 2.5 /•m (PM2.5) and particles with diame- the fog chemistry model, the dry depositionmodel, and
ters lessthan 10 /•m (PM10) using the SCAQS sam- the light-scattering code, are different. As a result, the

pler designedby Fitz et al. [1989].Filter sampleswere
collectedover consecutive4- to 7-hour sampling periods and were analyzed for sulfate, nitrate, ammonium
ion, chloride, sodium, organic carbon, elemental carbon, and 29 other elementsincluding Fe, Mn, and V.
In addition, ambient aerosolsize distribution and particle light-scattering coefficientmeasurementswere made

model outcome

Particulate

is different.

Emissions Inventory

Day-specific emissioninventoriesfor August 27 and
28, 1987, provided by the California Air Resources

Board (ARB) (Wagner and Allen, personalcommunication, 1990) provide the starting point for our emis-

usingelectricalaerosolanalyzers(TSI modela0a0) and sion processing procedures. This inventory includes
optical particle counters(Particle MeasuringSystems spatially resolved total particle mass emissionrates for
LAS-X) at five intensivemonitoringsites [Elderinget 455 separate source types present in southern Califoral., 1994]. Continuouslight-scatteringmeasurements nia. The largest contributors to these mass emissions,
were made at these sites using integrating nephelometers. Of the days representedby the SCAQS database,
the episodethat occurred on August 27-28, 1987, was
selectedfor the present visibility model evaluation effort. August 28 is the most polluted of the summer
intensive sampling days and also experiencedvisibility
that was amongthe lowestmeasuredduring the SCAQS
sampling days. The August 27-28 SCAQS database
also contains

detailed

measurements

of the size distri-

bution of the sulfates,nitrates, organiccarbon,elemental carbon, and soil dust taken at Claremont, Califor-

including motor vehicle exhaust and paved-road dust,
were examined carefully and revised.
In the ARB inventory, on-road vehicle emissions,including catalyst-equipped autos and trucks, noncatalyst gasoline-powered vehicles, and diesel vehicles, are
grouped together. To permit the use of more specific
information on mass emission rates, particle chemical
composition, and particle size, these categories were
separated for the current work and new estimates of
the total
were

mass emissions

constructed.

The

from

on-road

number

motor

of vehicle

vehicles

kilometers

nia, usingcascadeimpactorsby John et al. [1989]and traveled within the South Coast Air Basin each day by
by Zhang et al. [1993]. Prior analysisof the chemi- vehicles of each type for an average day in 1987 were
cal composition of filter samplesand particle size dis-

obtained

tribution

days by electrical aerosolanalyzersand optical particle

Quality Management District (SCAQMD) air quality
management
plan [Changet al., 1991].Particulatemat-

counters have shown that

ter emissionrates in grams per kilometer travelled were

measurements

made at Claremont
data are available

on these
for model

from the 1991 revision

of the South Coast Air

verificationthat are in reasonableagreementwith the

taken from thosereportedby Hildemannet al. [1991a,
observed
levelof light scattering[Elderinget al., 1994]. b] and Gray [1986].Massemission
estimateswerecomFor thesereasons,air parcel trajectoriesterminating at
Claremont

will be studied here.

puted for catalyst-equipped light-duty autos, catalystequippedlight-duty trucks, catalyst-equippedmedium-
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Figure 2. Path followedby the air parcel arriving at Claremontat 1500 PST on August 28,
1987. The circlesalong the trajectory path mark the locationat eachhour. The positionof
the air parcel at 0600 PST is shownby an arrow and the air parcel is seento be surroundedby
airports reporting fog at that time.

duty trucks, catalyst-equipped heavy-duty trucks, motorcycles,noncatalystlight-duty autos,noncatalystlightduty trucks, noncatalyst medium-duty trucks, noncatalyst heavy-duty trucks, diesellight-duty automobiles,
diesellight-duty trucks, dieselheavy-duty trucks, diesel
urban buses, and tire wear. The ARB motor vehicle
emissionsinventory was used only to provide the relative spatial and temporal distribution of the new estimates for total

mass emission rates from on-road

vehi-

For industrial sources not represented in Figure 1,
specificchemicalspeciationinformationwassoughtfrom
the South Coast Air Quality ManagementDistrict PM10

SourceComposition
Library [Cooperet al., 1989]which
representssourcetests within the study area. Nineteen
additional source chemical composition profiles were
used to replace the ARB inventory chemical composition information

for a number

of industrial

sources.

The data of Cooperet al. [1989]do not providesizedistribution data, so the low-resolutionparticle size data

cles.

(i.e., particles< 1-/zm, l- to 2.5-/zm,2.5- to 10-/zmparticle diameter) assignedto similar sourcesin the ARB
activities
were scaled to match more recent informainventory were applied to these sources.
tion from the South Coast Air Quality Management
For the remainingsources,particle sizeand chemical
District and the MidwestResearchInstitute [Englehart compositiondata furnishedby the ARB wereused. The
and Muleski,1991]. This resultedin a decrease
in total original ARB particulate matter emissioninventoryinThe ARB estimatesfor total massemissionsof paved-

road

dust

and dust from

mass emissions

from

both

construction

and demolition

of these sources.

Particulate

mass emissionrates from the remaining sourcesare as
specified by the ARB.
The primary particle mass emission rate data next
were passedto the emissionsprocessingmodel created
for use in the present study. The detailed size distribution data of Figure I and the correspondingchem-

cludessourcechemical and size-specificinformation for
four particle size groups: diameters of lessthe I ttm,
diameters from 1 to 2.5 ttm, diameters from 2.5 to 10
/zm, and diametersgreater than 10/zm. The ARB provided 67 particulate matter source profile codes,which
use 50 different source chemical composition profiles.
Many of the ARB source size and chemical composi-

ical compositiondata of Hildemann[1991a]were used tion descriptionsoriginatefrom Tabacket al. [1979].
to cast the emissionsfrom the major sourcesthat can
be represented by those profiles into equivalent particle
number counts and chemical composition in 15 discrete
particle sizes from 0.01-/•m to 10-/•m particle diameter. The initial particle sizes are equally spaced on a
log diameter scale with the initial diameters at the log
center of each division. Of the particulate matter mass
emissions,90% are representedby the size composition
profiles of Figure 1.

Someof the values codedinto these profilesby the ARB
can be improved with more recent information, or by
correcting the coding of the original information. In
Taback et al.'s report, the total carbon weight fraction
reported representedboth volatile organic carbon plus

nonvolatileelemental(black) carbon. In manyinstances
in the ARB emissioninventory, Taback et al.'s emissions

informationon the elementcarbon (i.e., total carbon)
was coded as if it were elemental(black) carbon. In
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Table 2. Source-SpecificPM10 Emissionsfor the South Coast Air Basin

Source
Type

10PM10,
a kgd- •

10PM2.•,
a kg •

Stationary source fuel combustion
Waste burning

8.61
0.04

8.56
0.04

8.50

Solvent

1.78

1.51

1.34

2.08

1.77

1.41

use

Petroleum processing,storage
Industrial processes
chemical

food and agriculture
mineral processing
metal processing
wood and paper
other

Miscellaneousprocesses
farming operations
construction

and demolition

paved-road dust
unpaved-road dust
waste disposal
natural
sources
Mobile sources

catalyst-equipped vehicles
non-catalyst vehicles
diesel vehicles
off road vehicles
trains

0.11

0.10

24.24
0.61
0.88
4.57

24.15
0.41
0.84
2.12

0.15

0.12

35.74

4.77

PM1,
103
kgd- •
0.03

0.10

23.24
0.22
0.80

1.07
0.11
3.59

121.68

26.63

12.29

147.13
47.39
0.39

27.47
10.35
0.37

12.67

65.98

19.91

3.38
7.86
14.07
0.75
0.61

3.30
5.64
13.37
0.70
0.58

4.77
0.36
9.19

3.27

4.77
12.80
0.67
0.55

ships

2.03

1.94

1.86

aircraft

3.09

3.07

3.05

mobile and utility equipment
Total

7.65
501

7.13
165

6.79
113

Day-specific revised inventory for August 27-28, 1987.

most cases the elemental

carbon mass emission rates
model. (The ARB primary sulfateemissions
wereincorand size distribution data used in our present study rect in part becausethey assignedTaback et al.'s source
comefrom Hilderaannet al. [1991a]or Gray[1986];but test of an internal combustionengine burning sewagein the caseswhere an ARB sourcecompositionprofile is treatment plant digester gas to representthe emissions
used, a check was made to correct the above mentioned from gasoline-fueled internal combustion engines and
coding error in the ARB database.
enginesburning landfill or processgas.) PM10 elemenA highly aggregatedsummaryof the revisedemission tal carbon (EC) emissionsdecreaseby 62% through a
inventory for August 27-28, 1987, is given in Tables 2 combinationof a 12x103 kg d-1 decrease
in the emisand 3 and is illustrated by particle size and chemical sions from on-road vehicles relative to the ARB invencompositionin the lowerframe of Figure 3. Figure 3 and tory, a 6.6 x103 kg d-• decrease
in PM10 EC emisTable 3 highlight the large differencesbetweenthe ARB sions from paved-road dust, and smaller decreasesin
emissions inventory and our revised primary particle PM10 EC emissions from a number of other sources.
emission inventory. The overall P M10 mass emissions The excessive elemental carbon emissions present in
are reducedto 38% of the rate estimated by the ARB, the original ARB emissionsinventory would be particand fine particle emissionswithin the revisedinventory ularly damaging to a visibility modeling study due to
are 32% of the ARB-reported massemissions.Analysis the high light absorption efficiencyof black elemental
of the difference in PM10 mass emissions for each chemcarbon. Primary organic carbon particle emissionsdeical substance,by sourcecategory,betweenthe ARB in- creasedoverall by 32% relative to the ARB inventory,
ventory and the revisedinventory highlightsthe source through a combination of increasesin some sourcecatcategoriesthat are responsiblefor most of the inventory egoriesand decreasesin others. PM10 organic carbon
differences. P M10 primary sulfate emissionsdecrease emitted from the paved-road dust categorywas reduced

by 89%dueto a 42x 103kg d-• decrease
in primarysul- by 66x 103kg d-• in the revisedinventorywhencomfateemissions
fromon-roadmotorvehicles
plusa 5x 103 pared to the ARB inventory, while organic compounds
by 14x103kg
kg d- • decreasein the massof PMI0 primarysu]fate emittedfrom on-roadvehiclesincreased
emissionsfrom other sources.This is a very important d-1. A changein the chemicalcomposition
of emissions
changebecausethe excessprimary sulfate emissionsin from commercial charbroiling and frying increasedorthe ARB inventory could have masked an underpredic- ganicsemissions
fromthosesources
by 15xl03 kg d-•
tion of secondarysulfate production by the air quality relative to the ARB inventory.
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Table 3. Emissions
Coast Air Basin

of Particulate

Matter

ARB

Inventory.

10a kgd-i

Species

in the South

Revised

Inventory,
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then were lumped into the 28 organic classesrequired
for secondaryorganic aerosolformation calculationsby

the procedureof Pandiset al. [1992a].
The 1982 spatially and temporally resolvedammonia

10a kgd-• emissioninventory for the South Coast Air Basin preparedby Ghariband Cass[1984]wasusedto represent

PM10

Na +

2.7

C1-

15

1

NH3 emissionswithin the present study. This inventory,
including the contributions of the various sourcesand
the resultant spatial distribution of NH3 emissions,has

1.6

beenpublishedpreviouslyby Russelland Cass[1986].
Initial

NH4
+

0.8

0.2

NO•'

2.3

2

SO•
Organic material

53
120

Elemental carbon (EC)
Crustal

40

material

6
81

15
331

Metal-rich
industrial
Other identified
Other unidentified
Total

17
620
455
1309

46
501

Conditions

Initial conditionsfor particulate chemicalspeciesmass
concentrationswere specifiedaccordingto filter-based
measurementsof aerosolchemistrymade usingthe SCAQS
sampler at San Nicolas Island during SCAQS, while
the shape of the initial size distribution was estimated
from impactor-based, chemically specificsize distribution measurementsmade near the coast by John et al.

[1989]at LongBeach,California,duringSCAQS.Initial

PM2.5

concentrations of the various aerosol chemical species
Na +

0.7

C1-

11

NH4
+
NO•

0.2

1.4

1.1

49
40

Elemental carbon (EC)

33

Crustal material
Metal-rich
industrial

identified
unidentified

1.1

0.7

SO;
Organic material

Other
Other
Total

0.5

4
48

13
68
16

250
134
520

15
167

Day-specific revised inventory for August 27-28, 1987.

are
3/•g
m-3CI-,
2/•g
m-3Na
+,,1/•g
m-3NO3-,

1.4 /•g m-3 NH4+, 3 /•g m-3 SO4= 0.3 /•g m-3 elemental carbon,and I /•g m-3 organicmaterial. The
size distribution of the chemical compositionof the initial aerosol inserted into each air parcel over the ocean
upwind of the air basin is shownin Figure 4. Initial conditions for the most abundant gaseousair pollutants are
113 ppb CO, 5 ppb NO, 40 ppb 03, 11 ppb MEK, 3.8
ppb HCHO, and 3.5 ppb CH3CHO based on measure-

ments made at San NicolasIsland and by aircraft flights
over the ocean during SCAQS. Gaseouspollutant initial conditions are substantially the same as the upwind
boundary conditions used previously for modeling the

SCAQSAugustepisodeby Harley et al. [1993b]and by
Pandiset al. [1992a].

Gas Phase Emission Inventory
Preparation of the gas phase emissioninventory for

NO, NO2, CO, and volatile organiccompounds(VOC)

Mapping

the Occurrence of Fog

begins with the SCAQS day-specific emissionfiles for
Virtually all days of record with sulfate concentraAugust 27-28 prepared by the California Air Resources tionsexceeding
25/•g m-3 in the LosAngelesareaare

Board (Wagner and Allen, personalcommunication,
1990). Motor vehicle exhaust measurementsmade in
a highwaytunnel during the SCAQS field study [Ingalls, 1989] have shownthat the emissionsof organic

days where fog is reported at coastalairports [Cass,
1976; 1979]. Examination of the size distributionof
the aerosolmeasuredat ClaremontduringSCAQS[E1dering et al., 1994] showsa very pronouncedpeak in

gasesand carbon monoxide from motor vehiclesin Los
Angeles are significantly higher than suggestedby the
EMFAC7E motor vehicleemissionsmodel used by the

the size distribution on August 27 and 28 at a particle diameter of approximately 0.7/•m, a phenomenon
generally associatedwith heterogeneoussulfate forma-

ARB to preparethe SCAQS inventory[Piersonet al., tion within liquidwater drops[HeringandFriedlander,
1990; Ingalls, 1989]. Through analysisof the tunnel 1982; McMurry and Wilson, 1983; Meng and $einfeld,
studydata, Harley et al. [1993b]reportthat the carbon 1994]. Thereforea checkwasmade of the FederalAvimonoxide and organic gas hot exhaust emissionsfrom ation Administration(FAA) fog observations
taken at
on-road

vehicles should be increased

to 3 times the offi-

airports located between Claremont and the coast on
cial inventory levels, and this correction has been made August 27 and 28 to seewhether or not fog wasreported
in the present study as it has been in previous photo- along the path followed by the air parcel trajectories.
chemicalmodeling studiesof the SCAQS smogepisodes
This survey revealed at least three fog eventsof possiby Harley et al. [1993a, b]. The revisedVOC mass ble importance on the night of August 27-28. Trajectoemission inventory next was divided between 414 indiries arriving at Claremont between 0400-1100 PST on
vidual organic speciesaccordingto the source-specific August 28 stagnated overnight very near Claremont.
VOC speciationprocedures
of Harley et al. [1992]that The nearest airport to Claremont is at Ontario, 10 km
are built into our emissionsmodel. These VOC species to the southeast;fog was reported at Ontario Interna-
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ARB Emissions Inventory, August 27-28, 1987
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Figure3. Thesizedistribution
andchemical
composition
ofparticulate
matter
emissions
within

the southernCaliforniaareamappedin Figure2: (a) officialStateof CaliforniaAir Resources

Board
(ARB)emission
inventory,
compared
to (b)emissions
estimated
inthepresent
study.
The

ARBemission
inventory
doesnotspecify
a lowerlimitontheparticlesizedistribution
in the
submicron
range;
herewegraph
theARBemissions
asif thesubmicron
particles
areprincipally
in the sizerangefrom 0.1- to 1.0-/•mparticlediameter.

tionalAirportbothat 0250and0355PSTthat'night. 2. Finally, trajectoriesarrivingat Claremontbetween

A second,widelyreportedfog eventoccurredthrough- 1800 and 2400 PST on August28 stagnatedovernight
out the centralLos Angelesbasin. This fog was first over the ocean but near the coast within Santa Monica
reportedat Los AngelesInternationalAirport at 0000 Bay at a time whenfog wasreportedat coastalairoccurin that regionandwithin
and eventuallygrewuntil it wasreportedat sevenair- ports. SO2emissions
portssimultaneously
by 0600on August28, as shown our model due to shipsin the offshoreshippinglanes.
in Figure2. That foglater dissipated
with its last re- Whether or not theseparcelsthat stagnatedoverSanta
in fogovernight
is notknown
port at Hawthorneat 1000PST that day. Trajectories MonicaBaywereengulfed
arrivingat Claremontbetween1200and 1700PST on for sure, but it seemsprobable.
An objectiveprocedurewas adoptedfor determinAugust28 clearlyspentseveralhoursoverlandwithin

that fog. An exampleof onetrajectory'slocationrela- ingwhenan air parcelentersor exitsoneof thesefogs
tive to that fogat 0600on August28 is shownin Figure withinourair qualitymodel.The FAA fogreportsfrom
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Figure 4. Aerosolmassdistribution,
AM/A logDp, describing
initialconditions
for particulate
matter as a functionof particlediameter,Dp, and chemical
composition.
all airportslocatedupwindof Claremontweregathered Fog Calculations
for August27 and28. A separatemapwaspreparedfor
eachhour of thosetwo dayson whicheachairport was
The fog chemicalmodelemployedhererequiresthat
codedas reportingfog,reportingno fog,or not report- pH valuesandFe(III) and Mn(II) metalconcentrations
ing data at all (i.e., closedto operations).A mark was be known.The atmospheric
total iron and manganese
made on each map at half the distance between those concentrationswere measuredduring the SCAQS ex-

airportsreportingfog and adjacentairportsreporting periment, but the valence state of these metals is not
known. However, fog water samplesin the Los Anairportsreportingfog by connectingthe marksmadeat gelesarea havebeenexaminedon otheroccasions
by
half the distanceto sitesreportingno fog. An air par- Erel et al. [1993]. Their data showthat on average,
cel then wasdeterminedto encounterthe fog whenit 49% of the atmospheric
iron in fog watertypicallyis
crossed
into the boundaryof oneof thesefogzones,and presentas Fe(III) in unfilteredfogsand cloudwater
the fog wasassumedto dissipatewithin that air parcel samplescollectedin the Los Angelesbasin. Therefore
whenthe parcellater exitedthe fogzoneboundary.
the Fe(III) and Mn(II) concentrations
in the fogwere
One inconsistency
in the SCAQS databasemeritsat- set by first consultingthe filter-basedmeasurements
of
tentionat thispoint. The relativehumidity(RH) values total Fe and total Mn in fine particlesin the SCAQS
obtainedby interpolationto the locationof the air par- networkfilter samplesclosestin time and spaceto the
cel trajectoriestypically are well below 100%RH at the placewhereeachtrajectory entersa fog zone,and then
time that fogswerereported. Sincerelativehumidity assuming
that 49%of the Fe waspresentasFe(III) and
can never go above 100%, any RH field created from that 49% of the Mn waspresentas Mn(II). Likewise,
time averageddata that are next interpolatedspatially fog pH cannotbe calculatedreliablyfrom the SCAQS
betweensparsemeasurements
(someof whicharebelow databaseas we do not know preciselyhow much al100%RH) will showRH valueslessthan 100%nearly kalinematerial may have been presentin the particle
no fog. Contour lines then were drawn to enclosethe

everywhere. Nevertheless,the FAA observersdistin-

phase that would affect pH upon its dissolution. The

guishbetweenhazeand smoke(i.e., smog)and a true pH of fogsin the Los Angelesarea alsohas beenexamfog, and fogswereso widelyreportedby independentinedextensively
by Erel et al. [1993],Jacobet al. [1985],
observersthat the fog occurrencecannotbe dismissed. Mungeret al. [1983],and Waldman
[1985].Theirdata
To explore the possibleeffect of variations in the ex-

showthat fog pH falls in the range of 2.22 to 5.25. A

tent of the fogs,two test caseswill be examined
using central value of pH 4.0 is adopted for use in our base
the visibility model: (1) fog is consideredto occurat

case calculations,and the sensitivityof model calcu-

all timeswhenan air parcelis withina reportedfog lations to variationsin pH will be explored. Aerosol
(basecaseassumption)
and (2) fogis onlyconsideredparticles are activated in accordance with an assumed
to occurwhenfogis reportedandthe relativehumidity water vapor supersaturationof 0.08% and grow to an
interpolatedto the interior of the air parcelis above assumed
20-/•mdiameterwhilein the fog. Whenthe fog
70%.
dissipates,the water contentof eachdropletis reduced
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to that of an aerosolparticle containingsmall amounts
of water, then the AIM inorganicspeciestransport code
is usedto redistribute volatile pollutant speciesand water vapor between the gas and the particle phasesat the
relative humidity observedafter the fog has dissipated.
Model

Results
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sor and light absorbing gas. Time seriesplots of ammonia and nitric acid are also presented, as they play
an important role in secondary inorganic aerosol formation. The ozone predictions fall below the observed
values at Claremont, a result that is substantially identical to previous model results obtained for ozone at
Claremont during the SCAQS August 27-28 episode

[Harleyet al., 1993a]evenwhenmodeledozoneconcenThe emissionsand meteorological data were assembled for use in the trajectory-based visibility model.
Aerosol concentration, size distribution, chemical composition, and light scattering by particles then were
computed for each of 24 trajectories of 48-hour duration arriving hourly at Claremont on August 28, 1987.
The base case calculations presented first represent resuitsobtained for the casewith fog calculationsinvoked
at all hours when fog was reported by human observers
at area airports. Results are presented for important
gas phase species,aerosol mass concentrations and the
concentration of individual aerosolcomponents,as well
as the size distribution of important aerosol chemical
species,overall aerosolsize distributions, particle lightscattering calculations, and visual range predictions.
Gas Phase Species

Figure 5 showstime seriesplots of predicted and measured ozone, as a measure of the level of the gas phase
photochemistry, and NO2, an important ozone precur-

trations at other sites in the air basin generally are in
quite closeagreementwith observedvalues. The role of
ozone and other photochemical oxidants in the present
visibility model is to assistthe heterogeneousoxidation
of SO2 to form sulfates in fog droplets. It will be seen
shortly that in spite of the underprediction of ozone
levels, oxidant concentrations are still high enough to
convert virtually all of the available SO2 to form sulfates when a fog occurs in the higher pH sensitivity
tests. Therefore the underprediction of the ozone concentrationsdoesnot greatly affect the presentvisibility
model. The model predictions for NO2 fall in the middle
of the range of values reported by two colocated NO2
monitors at Claremont with some overprediction during nighttime periods. Gaseousnitric acid predictions
have a bias of lessthan 1 ppb when compared with measurementsmade over consecutive4- to 7-hour sampling
periods using the denuder differencesystem for HNO3

built into the SCAQS sampler[Fitz et al., 1989; Hering et al., 1988; Solomonet al., 1988]. Both observed
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Figure 5. Time seriesplots of observedand predicted gas phase pollutant concentrationson
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Mass

Concentration

mass present in the PM10 and PM2.5 size fractions osciliates about the observed values with modeled values

Time seriesplots of the observedand predictedPM2.5
and PM10

aerosol mass concentration

for the base case

are shown in Figure 6a and 6b. These measurements
of aerosolmass concentrationwere made by filtration
using the SCAQS sampler over 4- to 7-hour periods.
Model results are averagedover the same 4- to 7-hour
time periods while grouping all particles in the model
havingdiameterslessthan 2.5 rim and lessthan 10 rim.
The mean of the five measured P M2.5 concentrations

shownin Figure6a is 61/•g m-a, whilethe corresponding predicted PM2.5 concentration from the model is 62

200

FOR VISIBILITY

/•g m-3. The meanof the five measuredPM10 concentrationsis97 rigm-3 , whilethecorresponding
predicted
PM10 concentration
fromthe modelis 102rigm-3. The

and predicted gaseousammonia concentrationsare of
the order of a few parts per billion.
Aerosol

MODEL

greater than or equal to observationsin three time periods and model predictions lower than observationsin
two time periods. A statisticalsummaryof the comparison between model predictionsand observationsfor the
base casesimulation is given in the first rows of Table
4.

Individual

Aerosol Species

Figures 6c through 6h show time seriesplots of observationsand model predictions of the PM2.5 or PM10
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Figure 6. Time seriesplotsof observed
and predictedparticlephaseconcentrations
on August
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carbon
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Table 4. Analysis of Model Performance
PM2.5

Mass

PM10

Mass

[mean]a
Ca•e
Observed

EC

Organics
(PM2.5)

(PM2.5)

(PM2.5)

(PM2.5)

(PM2.5)

SO•

NH4
+

NO•

Na+

(PM10)

[60.90]

[97.04]

[3.19]

[20.991

[7.16]

[6.79]

[ 14.22]

[ 1.46]

[62.481

[101.90]

[3.30]

[21.44]

[ 10.341

[0.86]

mean

Base case
Model

Lower pH

Higher pH

Less fog

[2.77]

[6.64]

1.58

4.86

0.11

0.45

3.18

-4.02

-7.58

-0.60

(16.94)

(24.19)

(0.99)

(8.17)

(2.87)

(1.77)

(4.76)

(0.27)

[ •8.62]

[98.04]

[3.30]

[21.44]

[6.36]

[ 0.8•]

[2.79]

[6.621

-2.28

1.00

0.11

0.45

-0.80

-4.00

-7.60

-0.60

(19.35)

(26.42)

(0.99)

(8.17)

(1.47)

(1.79)

(4.82)

(0.28)

[67.221

[106.64]

[3.30]

[21.44]

[ 15.08]

[0.86]

[2.74]

[6.66]

6.32

9.60

0.11

0.45

7.92

-4.05

-7.56

-0.60

(13.79)

(21.28)

(0.99)

(8.17)

(6.80)

(1.77)

(4.76)

(0.27)

[60.50]

[100.68]

[3.311

[21.50]

[7.861

[0.86]

[2.73]

[6.78]

3.64

0.12

0.51

0.70

-4.05

-7.44

-0.59

(16.57)

(23.95)

(0.99)

(8.28)

(2.45)

(1.76)

(5.06)

(0.28)

[63.221

[102.88]

[3.30]

[21.46]

[ 10.18]

[ 1.35]

-0.40

Increased

[3.201

[7.06]

2.32

5.84

0.11

0.47

3.02

-3.58

-7.16

-0.11

Conditions

(17.58)

(25.34)

(0.99)

(8.19)

(2.77)

(1.82)

(4.81)

(0.22)

Increased

[67.60]

[107.04]

[3.30]

[24.18]

[ 10.40]

[ 0.8•]

Initial

Reactive

Organics

[ 3.•61

[ 8.90]

6.70

10.00

0.11

3.19

3.24

-3.23

-5.32

-0.60

(16.43)

(23.40)

(0.99)

(7.17)

(2.87)

(2.01)

(5.09)

(0.28)

aUnweightedmean of five pairsof predictionsand observations
corresponding
to the five samplingintervalsshownin
Figures 6 and 7; all valuesin microgramsper cubic meter.

bPredictedobserved,
micrograms
percubicmeter.

cStandarderror of residuals,microgramsper cubicmeter.

aerosolmassconcentrationof important individual chemAerosol sulfate is emitted as a primary aerosolconical species. Again, the measuredvalues are from the stituent and is produced through the oxidation of SO2
SCAQS filter-based samplerlocated at Claremont. The in the atmosphere. Base case model predictions are
fine particle NO•- data are taken by the denuderdiffer- within 10% of observationsfor aerosolsulfate during
ence method in order to avoid samplingartifacts, and three samplingperiods, with small overpredictionof sultheNH4
+ datahavebeencorrected
to thesamebasisas fate concentrationsduring two samplingperiods.
Sensitivity analyses using the model show that prethe nitrate data [seeElderinget al., 1994]. The time
seriesfor elementalcarbonis shownin Figure 6d. Ele- dicted sulfate ion massconcentrationsare most strongly
mental carbon is not producedby any secondaryatmo- affected by the number of hours that a trajectory is
spheric chemical reactions and it is not removed from
within a fog and the pH of the fog droplet. Predicted
the atmosphereeasily by dry depositiondue to the size P M2.5 sulfate concentrations will be discussed for three
of the particles. There is excellentagreementbetween sensitivitytests. Sensitivitytestswere run at higher and
the observationsand the predictions for elemental car- at lower pH values (pH 4.5 and pH 3.5, respectively).
bon, with a biasof 0.1 /•g m-a suggesting
that trans- Also presentedare resultsat pH 4 with fog invokedonly
port calculations for fine particles are acceptable and when both fog was reported by FAA observersand the
that the emissioninventory is reasonablyaccurate. Or- RH interpolated to the interior of the trajectory cell
ganicmaterial is a combinationof primary material and was greater than 70% ("lessfog"). Model predictions
secondaryorganic aerosols. The model predictionsof of average sulfate concentrationsvary by 4- 4 to 4.7

PM2.5 organicmaterial concentrations(Figure 6f) are
in close agreement with observationswith mean pre-

/•g m-3 asthe pH is varied,decreasing
with decreasing
pH. The simulationusinglessextensivefogs("lessfog")

dictedconcentrations
for the basecaseof 21 /•g m-a results in a noticeable decreasein predicted P M2.5 sulversusa measured
concentration
of 21/•g m-a, asshown fate concentrationsduring the secondsamplingperiod
in Table 4. Overpredictionoccursin three samplingpe- of the day (0500-0900), a slightdecreasein predictions
riods and underpredictionin two samplingperiods.
during the third samplingperiod (0900-1300), and no
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changein the predictionsfor the other samplingperiods
and yields excellent agreement between predicted and
observedsulfate concentrations. A statistical summary
of model performance for the case of each sensitivity
test is given in Table 4.
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made. The model predictions which arise from particles
in 15 different

diameter

intervals

are cast into the same

format as the impactor data by first graphingthe model

resultsas a stepfunctionvolumediagramof AV/A log
Dp, then slicingthat diagramat the cut pointsbetween

Model predictionsof PM2.5 NO• concentrations
are the various impactor stages,followed by summing like
speciesin each impactor size interval.
The impactor measurementsand model predictions
centrationsof ammonia, and by the amount of Na+ for elemental carbon agree well. Most of the elemental
from sea salt available to form coarse particle nitrates. carbon is present in particles less than 1 /•m in diamFigure 6h and Table 4 showthat the PM10 Na+ con- eter, consistentwith the domination of emissionsof elcentrationis reproducedto within about 0.6 /•g m-3. emental carbon by sourcessuch as diesel engines. The
Figure 5 showsthat gas phase NH3 concentrationspre- observationsand model predictions for the relative size
dicted by the model are higher than observedvalues. distribution of organic material are also in agreement,
Model predictions for aerosol nitrate shown in Figure with most of the material present in particles between
6e fall substantially below observedvalues during the 0.1 and 1.0/•m in diameter, while the absolutemagni-

controlled by the total amount of inorganicnitrate ever
produced within the air parcel, by the gas phase con-

secondsamplingperiod(about15/•g m-3) and some- tude of the organicaerosolconcentrationmeasuredby
whatbelowobservations
at othertimes(about3/•g m-3 the impactor falls below that predicted by the model
on average). This underpredictionof aerosolnitrate is

(note from Figure 6f that the model is in closeragreedue in part to the slightunderprediction
of Na+ levels ment with the filter-based organic aerosolconcentration
and in part to a shortageof total inorganicnitrate (i.e., measurementsat this time).
The impactor measurements of sodium ion show a
HNO3 ever producedby the model).

To quantitatively examine the effect of increasedseasalt concentrations and increasednitric acid production

progressiveincrease with increasing particle diameter
with the majority of material in particles larger than 1
within the model on aerosol nitrate formation
and on
/•m in diameter. The model predictions place most of
model results in general, two sensitivity analyseswere the material in particles larger than 1/•m for both samconducted. First, sodium and chloride concentrations pling periods. The impactor measurementsand model
within the initial conditions supplied to the model were predictions
for NH4
+ andSO• showsizedistributions
increasedby 30%, which is sufficientto remove most that peak just below 1 /•m in diameter, reflecting the
of the bias in Na+ predictionsat Claremont,as seen droplet mode formed by the fog water chemical reacin Table 4. Average coarseaerosolnitrate increasesby tions.

1.1 /•g m-3(11%) in that case,andfineaerosolnitrate
Impactor measurements
of NO] during the midday
increases
by a smalleramount,about 0.4/•g m-3. In samplingperiod (0900-1300PST) showa fine particle
peak just below 1/•m and a smaller coarseparticle peak
located between about 2 and 10/•m in diameter. The
by 50%, which is su•cient to reduce the bias in ozone model predictions also show two peaks, although their
predictions to 1 ppb. In this case, PM2.5 nitrate con- height and location do not exactly match the impactor
centrationsincreaseby 34% relative to the basecasere- measurements. The nighttime nitrate size distribution
suits, and ammonium ion concentration predictions in- shown in Figure 7 as measuredby the impactor is flatcrease as well, but both still are lower than the observed ter, as is the shape of the size distribution predicted by
P M2.5 ammonium
and nitrate concentrations.
In the
the model. The shortfall in predicted coarse particle
casewith increasedorganic vapor emissions,the PM2.5 nitrates mirrors the relative underpredictionof Na+ at
a separate sensitivity test, the emissionsof reactive organic gases into the trajectory model were increased

organicsconcentrations
increaseto 3/•g m-3 aboveob- that time. Na+ concentrationsare almost impossible
served concentrationsdue to increasedsecondaryor-

to predict with greater accuracy because upwind sea-

ganic aerosol formation.

salt initial

conditions

are not known

with

tremendous

accuracy.

Comparison

With

Impactor

Measurements

To describe

the

differences

and similarities

between

the impactor measurementsand the model predictions,
Figure 7 showsa comparisonof size-distributed aerosol the frequency distribution of residual valueswas calcuspeciesconcentrationsand model predictions. Impactor
lated over all impactor stagesand all hours of simulation
measurements
of the size-distributed
aerosol concenfor the base case model calculations, altered pH, and
trations of sodium, nitrate, ammonium, and sulfate altered fog duration sensitivity tests. A singleresidual
ion were made by John et al. [1989]with nine-stage is defined as the model prediction minus the observed
Berner impactors at Claremont during SCAQS. Zhang value for a single impactor stage. Figure 8 showsthese
et al. [1993]usedmicroorificeuniformdepositimpactors frequency distribution plots for elemental carbon, or-

(MOUDIs) to measureorganic and elementalcarbon

ganicmaterial,Na+, NH4
+, andNO]. Residual
plots

particle size distributions at Claremont during SCAQS.
Both sets of impactor measurements were made over
the same sampling periods as the SCAQS filter samples with the exception of the first sampling period of
the day, during which no impactor measurementswere

for SO• are shownfor the basecasemodel with a fog
pH of 4, for fog pH at 3.5 and 4.5, and for the sensitivity test with a less extensive fog. The narrow frequency distributions for elemental carbon and sodium
reflect the good agreement between impactor measure-
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Figure7. Base
case
model
predictions
ofthemass
distribution,
/•M//• logDp,ofindividual
chemical
species
compared
toimpactor
measurements
during
thesampling
period
1700-2400
PST
on August28, 1987,at Claremont,California.
mentsand model predictions.The frequencydistribution for organicmaterialshowsa numberof positive
residuals,reflectingoverprediction
by the modelrelative to someof the impactor measurements.It is im-

distribution of residual differencesbetween PM2.5 ni-

trate impactormeasurements
and modelpredictions
is
distributedovera largerrange,reflectingthe fact that

observed
NO• concentrations
areunderpredicted
bythe

portantto recallthat average
predictedPM2.5 organic model and associatedemissiondata, while most other
are matchedvery closely.
material concentrations match those measured by fil- species
ter samplingverywell;thereare differences
in organics Aerosol Size Distribution
concentrationsmeasuredby filtration versusimpaction

In the presentapplication
a trajectory-based
model
duringSCAQS.The residualvaluesarecentered
at 0.0
was
configured
to
predict
the
mass
concentrations
ofthe
for NH4
+ andSO•, indicating
that the mostfrequent
most
important
aerosol
species
at
15
discrete
particle
differencebetweenmodel predictionsand observations
liesin the rangeq- 0.5 pg m-3 oneachimpactorstage. sizesoverthe sizerangefrom 0.01- to 10-pmparticle
The underpredictionof P M2.5 ammoniumion concentrations is reflectedin the higherfrequencyof negative
residualsthan positiveresiduals.The frequencydistributionof the residualsfor SO• remainscenteredon zero

diameter. An overall aerosol volume distribution can
be drawn from this information, by graphing the incre-

mentalparticlevolumeAV represented
by particlesin
eachsizeclassdividedby the width of the logarithmic
bythelog-mean
in all threefogsensitivitycasesstudied.The frequency particlesizeintervalA logDp,defined
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Figure 8. Histograms
of the frequency
of occurrence
of concentration
residuals(predictedminus
observed)determinedfor all individualimpactorstagesand all timesduringAugust28, 1987,at
Claremont,California.The bias (meanresidualdifference)betweenpredictionsand observations
for all impactorstagesis givenfor eachchemicalspecies
in micrograms
per cubicmeter along
with the standard deviation of the population of those residuals.

diameter differencebetween particles of that size and are presentedby Eldering [1994]. The model predicits nearestneighboringparticle size classes.Figure 9a tions in Figure 9b have been graphed after removing

showsthe aerosolvolumedistribution(AV/A logDp) aerosolwater from the particles sinceit has been deteras measuredby electricalaerosolanalyzers(EAA) and
opticalparticlecounters(OPC) at Claremont.The observed aerosolvolume distribution presentedover the
sizerangefrom 0.01-/•m to 2.83-/•m particle diameteris

mined previously that the size distribution instruments
at Claremont dried out the aerosolwhile making their

measurements
[Elderinget al., 1994]. The sizedistri-

bution measurementshave greater size resolutionthan
the model in the fine particle mode, while the model
EAA and a PMS LAS-X OPC as describedby Elder- has greater size resolution than the measurementsin
ing et al. [1994].The measuredaerosolsizedistribution the coarseparticle mode, so exact agreementcannot be
shown here has been extended so that the coarse fracachieved, but the comparisonneverthelessis instruc-

from the combined data taken with a TSI model 3030

tion volume in particles from 2.5- to 10-/•m diameter tive. The measured aerosol size distributions have two
matches the volume inferred from simultaneous filterdistinctsubmicronmodes,oneat just above0.1-/•mparbasedmeasurements
of aerosolproperties(seeEldering ticle diameterand anotherat just below1.0-/•mparticle
et al., [1994],caseB; thereis onlyoneoverallmeasured diameter. The model predictions,although they convalueof AV/A logDp in the coarseparticlesizerange tain lesssize resolutionin the submicronrange,showa
and that value is a 7-hour averagethat is not specific similarshape. The aerosolsizedistributionscreatedby
to the arrival time of a singleair parcel).
the base case model predict that there is little aerosol
The aerosolsize distribution and chemicalcomposi- volumebelow 0.1 /•m, a peak just below 1.0/•m, and
tion predicted by the model is presentedin Figure 9b a substantial volume of material between 2.5- and 10for the base casefor the trajectory arriving at Clare- /•m particle diameter. This figure illustrates how the
mont at 1700 PST. Model predictions for other hours ionic material, organics,elemental carbon, crustal ma-
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Figure 9. Comparisonof measuredand predictedaerosolsize distributions: (a) aerosolsize
distribution as measuredby electrical aerosolanalyzers,optical particle counters,and filter samplers at Claremont at 1700 PST on August 28, 1987; (b) the sizedistributionof aerosolchemical
compositionas predicted by the basecasemodel at Claremont, California, on August 28, 1987,
at 1700 PST.

terial, and water fit together to shapethe overall aerosol ratory and the University of Illinois (UI). These data
size distribution.

Particles

with

diameters

between

0.1

sets are discussedin detail by Eldering et al. [1994].

and 1.0 jum contain significant amounts of elemental A comparisonof measuredand modeledparticle lightcarbon,organic
material,SO•, NH4
+, NO•, secondaryscattering coefficient values at Claremont for the base
organicaerosol,metal-rich industrial primary particles, casemodel calculationsis presentedin Figure 10 at two
and unidentifiedmaterial. The largerparticles(greater different wavelengths.It is seenthat predicted and obthan 1 /•m in diameter) are dominatedby crustal ma- served light-scattering levels agree on averagewith a
terial, with somecoarseparticleNO• and organicma- bias of 19% averagedover the two setsof observations
terial.
and predictions and with the largest differencesoccurring
at night near the end of August 28.
Light-Scattering Coefficient
The total light extinction coefficientnext was calParticle light-scatteringcoefficientvalueswere mea- culated by summing the light scattering by particles,
suredduring the SCAQS study usingnephelometersby light absorption by particles, light scattering by air
scientistsfrom General Motors (GM) ResearchLabo- molecules,and light absorption by the NO2 concentra-
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Figure 10. Observed
andpredicted
lightscattering
by particles
at (a) 475nm and(b) 525nm.
Contributions
to the total extinctioncoefficient
(c) are translatedinto visualrangeestimated

using Koschmieder'sformula (d) for two valuesof the thresholdcontrastfor human observers
(0.02 and 0.05).

tions predicted by the model. The contribution of each served and, in principle, allows the model to be used
of theseterms to the total light extinctioncoefficientis to examine meteorologicalconditionsand distributions
illustratedin Figure10c.Thistimeseries
ofthelightex- of emissionsourcesbeyond the range of the historical
tinction coefficient values was translated into estimated
conditionsto which purely empirical models, such as
visualrangevaluesusingKoschmieder's
formula[Mid- rollback models, are confined.
dleton,1952]with thresholdcontrastvaluesof 0.02 and
The Lagrangian discreteparticle representationof the
0.05. The thresholdconstantof 0.02 wasoriginallyem- aerosolusedhere possesses
severaladvantagesthat are
ployedby Koschmieder
for visualrangecalculations,
al- important to the present application. The model can

thougha valueof 0.05 producesbetter agreementwith representan arbitrary aerosolsizedistribution(i.e., it
reportedvisualrangeobservations
[Gordon,1984].It is is not limited to lognormalsizedistributions).There

seenthat the visual range at Claremontwas estimated is no needto calculateparticlegrowthacrossartificial,
to be in the rangeof 8 to 21 km overthe August28 fixed, aerosolsize sectionboundaries.Someparticles
period studied.
but not otherscan be activatedby water condensation
accordingto the aerosolsizeand chemicalcomposition,
Discussion
andparticlescangrowto muchlargersizeseasilywithin
The source-oriented
air quality model developedin a fog. Further, the discreteparticleformulationposthe presentpaper possesses
a numberof advantagessesses
considerable
flexibility that will lead easilyto futhat make it an attractivetool for studyingthe effect ture modelingimprovements:aerosolsizeresolutioncan
of pollutantemissions
on visibility-relatedphenomena. be increasedby defining initial particle sizesat more
First, the modelis basedon fundamentaldescriptions closely spaced intervals: the contributions of different
of physicalprocesses,
includingsize- and chemically sourcescan be distinguishedfrom each other if desired
distributedemissions,
atmospherictransport,chemical by labelingprimary seedparticlesaccordingto their

reaction, transport of condensiblesecondaryreaction source;an externally mixed aerosolcan be represented
productsto and from the aerosol,fog chemistry,dry by trackingparticleshavingdifferentchemicalcompodeposition,and light scatteringand absorption.Such sition separately.
a mechanisticformulationconfersthe advantagethat
The modelalsohasadvantagesthat are importantto
fundamentallaws, suchas massconservation,
are ob- its use in studying visibility-related phenomena. The
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model provides instantaneous time resolution which is

important becausecertain quantitiessuchasvisualrange
are not estimatedaccuratelyfrom time-averagedaerosol
properties. Model outputs further are compatible with
the input data requirements of visibility models that
produce synthetic color photographsof the sceneof in-
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age composition),although this approximationcan be
relaxed at the expenseof greater consumptionof computer time. Particles are assumedto be homogeneous
spheres,both for convenienceduring transport and optics calculations

and for lack of detailed

information

on

actual aerosol structure. While water uptake by inorganic aerosolsis represented in the model, the possiterest[Elderinget al., 1993].
Finally, model construction has been closelycoordi- bly hygroscopicnature of some organic aerosolsis not
nated with field experimentssuchthat nearly all input tracked, again for lack of information su•cient to repparametersto the model can be obtained by experimen- resent such processes.
tal methods that are accessible in the literature.
The
Finally, there are uncertainties that arise in the course
size distributions and chemical compositionsof emis- of the model application that are due to uncertainties
sionsfrom the most important primary aerosolsource in the available model evaluation data sets. Uncertypes have been measuredduring a sourcetesting cam- tainties undoubtedly exist in the wind fields, mixing
paignthat is linkedto this modelingeffort [Hildemann depth data, gaseouspollutant emissionsand sourceacet al., 1991a,b]. Ambientaerosolobservations
arefrom tivity data, and there will always be mismatchesthat
the SCAQS experiment, where methods were used that occur when data taken at singleground-basedmonitor-

werespecificallydesignedto supporttestsof aerosoland
visibility model performance. Model peribrmance testing for the aerosolquantities reported here is built upon
yearsof testing of critical gas phasecomponentsof the

ing sites are compared to the computed properties of
the much larger air volume carried by the ground level
cell in the present model. The combinedeffectsof such
errors can be judged, approximately, by examining the
model,includingthe NH3 emissions
inventory[Russell results of previous modeling studiesof gas phase poland Cass,1986],refinement
of the organicvaporemis- lutants during the August 27-28 SCAQS episodethat
siondata [Harley et al., 1992]and testingof the ability used the same meteorological and source activity data
of both meteorologicaland emissiondata to reproduce [Harley et al., 1993a, b; Harley and Cass,1995]. In
gas phase pollutant concentrationsduring the SCAQS thoseprior studies,total nonmethanehydrocarbonconepisodeexaminedhere [Harley et al., 1993a,b; Harley centrations were underestimated, with a bias of-12%
to-26%, NO2 was predicted with a bias of +22%, and
and Cass,1995].
These advantages of the model and its associated ozonegenerallywas underpredictedwith a bias of +1%
model evaluation data sets are accompaniedby certain to -9%. In addition to errors of this magnitudethat
limitations. Inherent limitations of all Lagrangian tra- arise from emissions,gas phase chemistry, and transjectory models include the fact that they cannot rep- port calculations, there are several needs for data speresent horizontal turbulent diffusion, cannot represent cific to the aerosol modeling processwhere field data
effectsof wind shear, and typically can representver- from the SCAQS experiment are limited. The initial
tical turbulent diffusion but not advectionby vertical conditions for aerosol size distributions and chemical
wind components. These limitations to transport cal- composition are needed hourly for each air parcel traculationscan, in test cases,generateerrorsof the order jectory, yet only typical initial conditionsover the ocean
of q- 50% [Liu and Seinfeld,1975],althoughthe bias are known. Both the pH of fog and the fraction of iron
statisticsof the presentstudy suggestthat averageer- and manganesepresent in specificvalence states were
rors are not that large during the present model appli- not measuredduring this SCAQS episodeand must be
cation. When a trajectory model is used as a visibility estimated from typical values measured previously in
model, conditions are representedonly over short dis- southern California. Finally, the spatial extent of fogs
tances where concentration gradients are small. This is recorded by human observersdoes not match certain
adequatefor evaluation of visibility phenomenaunder of the instrumental data on relative humidity. In these
heavily polluted urban haze conditions such as those cases, model sensitivity studies were conducted to asseenin Los Angeleswherevisual rangeoften is reduced sessmodel responseto a reasonablerange of alternative
to a few kilometers. The model would be inappropri- values. As shown in Table 4, averagefine particle sulate for predictingvisibilityovergreat distancesthrough fate concentrationsdeclineby 24% if the spatial extent
nonuniform hazes and likewise is not suited to visualizof the fog is reduced,and sulfate concentrationsvary by
about q- 42% as pH variesover the rangepH 3.5 - 4.5.
ing the effect of isolatedmajor point sourceplumes.
While

the above limitations

are inherent

in the tra-

jectory model formulation, other limitations arise from
practical decisionsmade about how to representphysical processeswithin the model. Aerosol nucleation and
coagulation have not been included because,for the urban application examinedhere, condensationalgrowth,
aerosolthermodynamics,and fog chemistry dominate
the

evolution

of the

aerosol

size distribution.

The

aerosol has been represented as an internal mixture

When

the NaC1 content

of the initial

conditions

is in-

creasedby 30%, the Na+ concentrations
at Claremont
are matched more closely,and aerosolnitrate concentrations increaseslightly. When hydrocarbonemissionsare
increasedby 50% in order to reduce the underestimation of peak ozone concentrationsby the model, aerosol
nitrate, ammonium, and secondaryorganicaerosolconcentrations increase. Throughout all of these sensitivity tests, overall mean P M2.5 mass concentrationsvary

(all particlesof the same size assumethe same aver- only overthe range59-68/•g m-a compared
to a base
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casemodel predictionof 62 /•g m-3 and an observed and shape of the measured submicron aerosol, and the
correct volume of coarse particle material is predicted
meanof 61 /•g m-3
on average. As a result, model predictions and measurementsof the atmosphericlight-scatteringcoefficient

Conclusions

agreewith an averagebiasof 19•.
In conclusion,a source-orientedmodel for the effects
A source-oriented model for air pollutant effects on
of air pollutants on visibility has been demonstrated
visibility has been developed that can compute light
that successfullypredicts the level of atmosphericlight
scattering, light extinction, and estimated visual range
scattering while starting with data on the emissionsof
directly from data on gas phase and primary particle
primary pollutants at their source,followedby a mechphase air pollutant emissionsfrom sources.The imporanistic simulation of atmospheric chemistry and aerosol
tance of such a model is that it can be used to compute
processes.
the effect of emission control proposals on visibilityrelated parameters in advanceof the adoption of such
Acknowledgment.
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grant from the Caltech Center for Air Quality Analysis.
The model has been assembled by embedding several aerosol process modules within the photochemical
trajectory model previously developed for aerosol ni-

trate concentrationpredictionsby Russellet al. [1983]
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